
“The SOAR frames have been the foundation for our current work in the district to transform our 
instructional practice. Not only do the frames provide us with common language and specific 
definitions of effective teaching practices, but they have also served as a detailed model for 
teachers, principals, and coaches. The frames have given our teachers specific strategies to 
implement and refine, which more actively engage students in their learning.” 

Ruben Reyes, Superintendent
Robla School District, Sacramento, CA 

“SOAR helped us to understand what disciplinary language is - what it looks like and sounds 
like in a classroom. SOAR supported teachers in planning and understanding language teaching 
practices, and supported coaches and administrators in observing, collecting evidence, and 
facilitating reflective conversations to improve delivery of instruction focused on student 
academic interactions. SOAR helped teachers shift in their thinking and truly understand what 
it means to be a teacher of language and literacy!”

Maricela Sánchez, Principal
Los Angeles Unified School District, Los Angeles, CA

“SOAR is a powerful tool that will help instructional coaches to be better observers and give 
stronger feedback to our teachers. The SOAR frames give us a common language for engaging 
in meaningful conversation around instruction, and the rubrics are a useful tool that will help 
teachers plan instruction as well as reflect on their practice. I believe that SOAR will positively 
impact teacher growth in a way that few models have.”  

Ivy Laney, Instructional Coach
Yuba City Unified School District, Yuba City, CA

“In our current political climate, it’s extremely important to help students learn to engage in 
civil discourse with others, and to research and read materials with a critical eye. The SOAR 
materials provide a clear road to teaching students critical thinking skills. We immediately 
incorporated it into our teacher-training course. It was mentioned by most participants as a 
very strong component of the class and they implemented it immediately in their classrooms.”

Florence Kabot, Instructor, IMPACT Intern Program
Tulare County Office of Education, Visalia, CA

“After taking the initial training on SOAR’s Disciplinary Discussions Frame, I wanted to see 
how it worked in a classroom setting. Esperanza Elementary School in Los Angeles was kind 
enough to allow me to spend a morning in their building. I was amazed when students as 
young as Kindergarten were engaged in discussions on a variety of topics. The consistent use 
of the frame across all grades was evident.  In depth discussions around Science, Math, and 
Language Arts at all levels were taking place in every classroom with students at all ELD levels. 
I’m very excited to begin this work in my district as soon as possible to support our ELs and 
their teachers”.

Dr. Ivonne Borrero, EL/SPED Supervisor
Boston Public Schools, Boston MA

The SOAR Teaching Frames® are based on a decade of research and help 
teachers, coaches, and administrators drive student learning by focusing 
on the most effective teaching practices aligned with the College and 
Career Readiness Standards. This manual is to be used in conjunction with 
a two-day Deep Dive designed to deepen understanding of the Disciplinary 
Discussions Teaching Frame.

soarpractices.org

SOAR 
Teaching Frames® for Literacy
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Identifying Language Demands 

Texts 
(Comprehension of oral or written language) 

Tasks 
(Production, interaction, writing, assessment) 

Discourse demands 
(thinking skills, 

message organization) 

Syntax demands 
(sentence structure, 
grammar) 

Vocabulary demands 
(content terms, figurative 

language) 

Language Objective(s) 
(Create from most needed, useful, and important demands) 

Learning Target(s) 

Language to Teach
(Most useful and important language demands needed to support the learning target) 

SLIDE 9
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Informational Text Structures and Si nal Words 

Description Problem and Compare and Contrast Cause and Effect Sequence 

Solution 

Text provides Text gives Text discusses Text d esc ri bes how Text outlines 

details or inf or mat ion similarities and or why something chronical events 

characteristics about a differences between happened (cause) or a list in a 

of something problem and people, places, things, and the results procedure 

gives one or etc. (effects) that 

more follow 

solutions 

? CJD • 

Si nal words Si nal words Si nal words 

for example, problem, similar, alike, both, since, because, due first, next, 

specifically, for solve, so, different, unlike, just to, if, so, as a then, last, 

instance, in because of, like, on the other result of, then, finally, 

addition, therefore, hand, in contrast consequently before,after 

another due to, leads 

to, as a 

result 
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Introducing Discourse Patterns
Read the text and identify the academic language that signals a 
pattern of organization. Write the pattern in column 1 and the 
signal words in column 2.

Pattern Signal Words Graphic Organizer

SLIDE 14 Module
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In some ways, the modern Olympics is very unlike 
the ancient Olympic games.  Individual events are 
different.  While there were no swimming races in 
the ancient games, for example, there were chariot 
races.  There were no female contestants and all 
athletes competed in the nude.   

On the other hand, the ancient and modern 
Olympics are also alike in many ways.  Some events, 
such as the javelin and discus throws, are the same.  
Some people say that cheaAng, professionalism, 
and naAonalism in the modern games are a 
disgrace to the Olympic tradiAon.  But according to 
the ancient Greek writers, there were many cases 
of cheaAng, naAonalism, and professionalism in 
their Olympics, too.

SLIDE 15 Module
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Pattern Signal Words Graphic Organizer 
Compare/Contrast In some ways 

On the other hand 
Unlike 
Alike 

Different 
Same 

Ancient Modern 

Same 

Complete the graphic organizer with information from the text.

SLIDE 16 Module
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1. The girl was pretty.
2. The girl was

young.
3. The girl was

walking.
4. The girl was

holding a banana.

Sentence Combining

1. The smell was strong.
2. The smell was spicy.
3. The smell came from

the kitchen.
4. The kitchen was warm.
5. The kitchen was filled

with women.

SLIDE 18 Module
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Sentence Dissection

“He knew that Washington was a general and lived in 
Virginia and was six feet tall and married to Martha and 
was the first President of the United States.”

George Washington’s Breakfast
By Jean Fritz

An example: Washington was a general.

Work with a partner in your breakout room. Type as many simple 
sentences as you can into Jamboard using the link we provide. 

SLIDE 19 Module
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Video Evidence 

✦ Watch the video.
✦ Note any evidence of the elements of

the Cross-Cutting  practice, Facilitating
Acquisition of Academic Language.

✦ When the video ends take a few
minutes to organize your thoughts

✦ You will be placed into a breakout room
with other participants to discuss and
compare your evidence.

✦ Element 1: Introduce or refer to the
academic language demands of texts
and tasks

✦ Element 2: Provide extended and
supported opportunities for students to
acquire and use the features of
academic language

SLIDE 22 Module
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What would this look like in a hybrid or online 
classroom? 

✦ The video showcased the practice in a
traditional classroom.

✦ Take a few minutes to write down some
thoughts on how you could facilitate
acquisition of academic language in an
online or hybrid classroom.

✦ You will be placed in a breakout room to
share your ideas.

✦ When you are brought back to the main
session type your groups' ideas into the
chat.

SLIDE 26 Module
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Cross Text Analysis: Bullying 

Poem Fact Article Song 
1. What was the author’s

purpose in writing this
poem?

2. Discuss the author’s use
of language in the last
line in stanza 1, “and
truth could not desert
me.”

3. How did his word choice
throughout the poem
impact you?

1. What fact was most
surprising to you?

2. Discuss why the author
used questions to convey
facts about bullying.

3. Discuss why you think the
author used repeated
language.

1. How did the images in
the video support the
lyrics of the song?

2. How did the repetition of
certain words and
phrases convey the
message about bullying?

3. How did the tone of the
lyrics affect your
understanding of being
bullied?

The text is saying ……………… The text is saying ……………… The text is saying ……………… 

The texts are similar…………… 

The texts are different…………… 

What questions do these texts raise for you? What reactions do you have to them either 
individually or together? 

11
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Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones 

Turn to the graphic organizer on page 11 in your manual and 
then read the poem, Sticks and Stones, on page 13. You will 
be placed in a breakout room with a partner to discuss your 
responses to one the questions. (You choose which one.) Then 
record your responses to ”The text is saying” box. After 5 
minutes we will bring you back together to share out. 

1. What was the author’s purpose in writing this poem?
2. Discuss the author’s use of language in the last line in

stanza 1, “and truth could not desert me.”
3. How did his word choice throughout the poem impact

you?

12
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Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones 
“Sticks and stones may break my bones  

But words could never hurt me.”  
This I knew was surely true 

And truth could not desert me. 
But now I know it is not so.  
I’ve changed the latter part; 

For sticks and stones may break the bones 
But words can break the heart.  

Sticks and stones may break the bones  
But leave the spirit whole, 

But simple words can break the heart  
Or silence, crush the soul.  

1313
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Facts on Bullying 

You will be placed in a breakout room where you will 
work with the same partner, read the Facts article on 
page 15, and answer one of the questions below. Then 
determine the message the text is conveying and record 
your responses in the “The text is saying” box. After 10 
minutes we will bring you back to share. 

1. What fact was most surprising to you?
2. Discuss why the author used questions to convey

facts about bullying.
3. Discuss why you think the author used repeated

language. How did it affect you?

1414
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Facts on Bullying 

• Did you know there are different types of bullying? They are verbal, relaGonal,
physical, and cyberbullying.

• Did you know that cyberbullying is increasingly common? 15% to 35% of teens
experience some form of it.

• Did you know the most common form of bullying is name-calling and teasing?
• Did you know boys tend to engage in bullying more oNen than girls, especially

at high school age and beyond, and are more likely to engage in physical or
verbal bullying, while girls more oNen engage in relaGonal bullying?

• Did you know girls bully in groups more than boys do?
• Did you know boys tend to bully according to group, such as athlete vs non-

athlete while girls tend to bully according to social status, popular vs non-
popular?
Did you know half of people under 25 have experienced bullying at some
point?

• Did you know over 3.2 million students are vicGms of bullying each year?
• Did you know approximately 160,000 teens skip school every day because of

being bullied?
• Did you know most bullying occurs during middle school, the most common

being verbal and relaGonal bullying?
• Did you know that 64% of children who were bullied did not report it?

Did you know the average bullying episode lasts only 37 seconds and when
bystanders intervene, bullying stops within 10 seconds most of the Gme?

• Did you know that teachers noGce or intervene in only one in 25 incidents?
• Did you know more than a third of people who have been bullied go on to

develop social anxiety and depression?
• Did you know that people who are bullied oNen go on to bully others?
• Did you know that 75% of school shooGngs have been linked to harassment

and bullying?
• Did you know witnesses to bulling are affected also? Witnesses are more likely

to use tobacco, alcohol, or other drugs and have increased mental health
problems.

• Did you know there are a number of approaches that vicGms and bystanders of
bullying, as well as parents, school, and work personnel, can use to discourage
bullying at school or in the workplace?

GOES WITH SLIDE 47
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Mean Girls 

Watch the music video, Mean Girls, and follow the lyrics 
as they appear on the screen. Lyrics are also on page 17 
in your manual. Then discuss with your breakout room 
partner your responses to one of the prompts below. 
After 5 minutes we will bring you back together to share 
out. 

1. How did the images in the video support the lyrics of
the song?

2. How did the repetition of certain words and phrases
convey the message about bullying?

3. How did the tone of the lyrics affect your
understanding of being bullied?

1616
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Mean Girls by Rachel Crow 

Do you ever go to lunch with no one by your side 
'Cause the moment you arrive they leave the table 

Calling me everything but my name 
Need I remind you again just call me Rachel 

How would you feel if you running home crying 
Lock yourself in your room, don't want anyone to see ya 

While everyone's having fun outside, and you're telling yourself 
I won't let it get to me no more 

Chorus 
I don't wanna feel this way 

I can't believe I let it go so far 
No no, it's not okay 

What do you know about me? 
Do you wanna know what I think? 

Mean girls, mean girls 
I'm a just comb you ouYa my curls 

Mean girls, mean girls 
You no longer run my world 

Mean girls, mean girls 
I'm a just comb you ouYa my curls 

How would you feel every Gme you go to school 
Someone's looking at you weird calling you a loser 

All these girls wearing bubble-gum pink 
Guess I didn't get the memo 

'Cause they're laughing at my blue shirt 
Well I hope you feeling good about you treaGng someone you know like a perfect stranger 

'Cause it's easier than standing by my side 
I won't let it get to me no more 

Chorus 
Who do you think you are 
Loud mouth, cafeteria star 

Maybe somebody was cruel to you 
So you think that's what you're supposed to do 

One day, it might be you 
When you need a friend, but you no longer cool 

When everyone leaves when you walk in the room 
I just hope they forgive you 

I won't let it get to me no more 

SLIDE 49 Module
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Before Module 3 on March 11th 

✦  Reread the second grade (page 19) OR sixth 
grade vignette (page 22) in your manual 
write down or highlight evidence of FAAL and 
MG.

✦  Compare your evidence to that of the 
experts which begin on pages 25 and 28.

✦  Plan for how you would use one of the 
strategies from the module one and two in 
your hybrid or online classroom.

✦  If possible, please email
(sohara@epfteach.com) 2-4 images that 
illustrate how you used or plan to use this 
strategy with your students. Send before 
3/11 and include a caption.

✦  Optional reading - book chapter on page 31

18
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Step Inside the Classroom 

Read either the second or sixth grade vigne1e that follows. Using the language of the prac-
:ce and its elements as a guide, underline any evidence that indicates how the teacher ad-
dresses this prac:ce. When  you have finished, compare what you have underlined to the 
highlighted evidence you’ll find below the sixth grade vigne1e. 

Second Grade Vigne6e 

Mr. Alvarez’s class has been reading Dr. Seuss books all week to celebrate Read Across Ameri-
ca Day. He also has been working with his students on having peer-to-peer discussions about 
the books. The students have iden:fied four different learning partners based on different 
Dr. Seuss characters (Lorax, Horton, Thing One and Two, and Grinch) that they work with on 
different days. APer each book was read, he had students work in pairs to ask and answer 
the ques:ons who, what, where, when, why, and how, using prompts and responses. He 
then created a large class size matrix for each book, had the class come to consensus regard-
ing the answers to those ques:ons, and posted them. 

The standards this unit is addressing are: 
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.2.6

Iden:fy the main purpose of a text, including what the author wants to answer,
explain, or describe.

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.1
Ask and answer such ques:ons as who, what, where, when, why, and how to
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1
Par:cipate in collabora:ve conversa:ons with diverse partners about grade 2 top-
ics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

Mr. Alvarez begins the day with half of his class at their desks and the other half joining via 
Zoom. He has logged into Zoom via his main computer and projected it to a screen at the 
front of his class. He has also logged into Zoom on his iPad which is on a tripod facing him 
and is connected to his Apple tv where the grid of zoom students is showing. Each classroom 
student has a Chromebook and headphones and is logged onto Zoom also. 

He begins by saying, “We have read a lot of Dr. Seuss books. You have iden:fied the key de-
tails in each of the books with your learning partners. I will place you into a quick talk room 
with your Horton partner and I want you to explain which book is your favorite and why? 
Remember your prompts and responses? Let’s reread them. ‘What is your favorite book? My 
favorite book is…. Why is it your favorite? It is my favorite because…. Can you tell me more?’ 
Remember we have been working on building off of each other’s ideas. So, ask ques:ons to 

Module
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clarify and for:fy your partner’s ideas.” Mr. Alvarez launches the breakout rooms. He then 
walks around the room monitoring students’ responses. When he wants to listen to a con-
versa:on, he taps a student on the shoulder and asks them to remove their headphones. 
When they are done, he closes the breakout rooms and directs them back together. “Wow, I 
am so impressed with your ideas and great thinking! You are really having good discussions 
and building off of each other’s ideas. I heard Francisca ask George, ‘What was your favorite 
part of the book?’ And then she asked him why it was his favorite.” The teacher and students 
create a bar graph displaying their favorites. 

“Today we are going to read a biography of Dr. Seuss. We have read other biographies this 
year.  Connect to your Horton partner and together work on a defini:on of  ‘biography’ and 
give one example of one we have read.” He relaunches the breakout rooms. Once they are 
done, he calls on a few students to give examples and a defini:on, making sure to select 
both classroom and zoom students to share. Together they agree that the defini:on of a bi-
ography is an account of a person’s life and achievements. He asks his students what they 
think will be some of Dr. Seuss’ achievements that will be men:oned in this book. 

He shows the students the cover and reads the :tle, Dr. Seuss, the Great Doodler. He asks 
the students to type into chat what they think a doodler is, using any clues they might get 
from the cover. He directs students to take their books out. He does a picture walk with his 
students as an opportunity to introduce any vocabulary they might have difficulty with and 
for them to get a sense of the storyline. He also notes that this book is not divided into 
chapters and covers a lot of informa:on. 

He explains to the students, “Boys and girls, we know this book is a biography and typically 
biographies are divided into chapters to make it easier to categorize the informa:on. So, we 
are going to make chapters using our s:cky notes to make it easier for us. Pages 4-5 are the 
Introduc:on. Put a s:cky note on page 6. Write ‘Childhood’ on it.” He con:nues to help the 
students divide the book into sec:ons. 

“Ok, now we are going to start reading each chapter. I want you and your partner to read 
the sec:on individually, discuss what you read, and then answer the ques:ons who, what, 
where, when, why, and how. While you are reading, be thinking about those ques:ons. 
Maybe not all of the ques:ons will be answered. So, you need to look back at the text and 
decide. That is what good readers do. They go back to the text to look for the answers.” 

“In your packets you should have highligh:ng tape to highlight the answers to the ques-
:ons in the text. Take this out of your packet now. I am going to model it for you with Jose. 
Ok, Jose and I just finished reading. Using our prompts and responses, I ask Jose, ‘Who is 
this about?’ Jose responds, ‘This is about Dr. Seuss who is also Ted Geisel. Do you agree?’ 
‘Yes, I agree. Let’s highlight that part of the text.’ ‘What is this sec:on about?’ ‘It is about 
him winning the Pulitzer Prize. Do you agree?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Ok, let’s find that sentence and high-
light it.’” 

“Now, boys and girls, read the next sec:on and discuss the answers to the ques:ons and, 
when you agree, you should both use the highligh:ng tape to mark it.” He launches the 
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breakout rooms and walks around monitoring the students’ conversa:ons. He taps Erica on 
the shoulder and asks if he can listen in. He listens for a while and then he says, “Erica, I no-
:ce you and Felipe have answered the who and when. Good job! Are you stuck on the rest? 
Do you think there is an answer to why? What about how? .... I agree with you. Those ques-
:ons aren’t answered. Let’s think about the what. What did Ted do as a child? .... Yes, he 
doodled. Highlight that. Good thinking you two! Way to persevere and not give up!” 

When the students have finished this sec:on, he closes the breakout rooms and then he 
asks students to reflect on the ac:vity and how they were able to answer the ques:ons. 
“Type a thumbs up sign into zoom if you and your partner did ok, thumb sideways if you 
feel unsure of your answers, and thumbs down if you feel it was really hard.” Most of the 
students respond with thumbs up. Based upon the work students did today and the length 
of the next sec:on, Mr. Alvarez decides to have students read the sec:on together and dis-
cuss it as a class. He will work with them to iden:fy the answers to the ques:ons by calling 
on students for their input and by doing a think aloud. 

At the end of the week when students have finished the text and task, Mr. Alvarez asks them 
to connect with their Lorax partner and reflect on the ques:on, “What was the author’s main 
purpose for wri:ng this book? Was she answering a ques:on, explaining something, or de-
scribing something?” He points to the prompts and responses in their packets and on the 
pocket chart, reminding the students to use them. Mr. Alvarez walks around monitoring the 
students’ responses and uses of the prompts. He has students share out their responses. 
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Sixth Grade Vigne6e 

RI6.1. Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as 
well as inferences drawn from the text. 
RL6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through 
par:cular details; provide a summary of the text dis:nct from personal opinions or 
judgments. 
CCSS.ELA.RL6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a 
text, including figura:ve and connota:ve meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 
word choice on meaning and tone. 
CCSS.ELA.RI.6.6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and explain 
how it is conveyed in the text. 
CCSS.ELA.SL6.1 Engage effec:vely in a range of collabora:ve discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Ms. Peck’s sixth grade class is a hybrid class. Group A a1ends in class sessions on Mondays 
and Tuesdays and Zoom sec:ons on Thursdays and Fridays. Group B a1ends Zoom sessions 
on Mondays and Tuesdays and in class sessions on Thursdays and Fridays. On Wednesdays 
Ms. Peck sets independent learning ac:vi:es online for all of her students and she meets 
online with small groups who need addi:onal support.  

Ms. Peck begins the day explaining to her students that they are going to be reading a short 
text about a scien:st. She projects on her screen the learning targets that are wri1en in kid 
friendly “I Can” statements. 

She begins by explaining who Richard Feynman was. “Richard Feynman was a physicist. 
Does anyone know what that type of scien:st studies? Physicists study how energy and 
ma1er interact. Ben Franklin was the first American physicist when he characterized the 
two kinds of electric charge, posi:ve and nega:ve. Does anyone watch ‘The Big Bang Theo-
ry’? Well, Leonard and Sheldon are physicists.” A Zoom student raises his hand, she un-
mutes him, and he responds, “I watch it. They talk about String Theory, whatever that is, 
dark energy, and they are always doing equa:ons on his whiteboard.” 

Ms. Peck responds, “Ok, one way to think of it is physicists are interested in what makes the 
universe :ck. This will be an important piece of informa:on to think about as you read the 
text, ‘The Making of a Scien:st’ by Richard Feynman. She directs students to make sure 
they have the text out.  This is a memoir, a collec:on of memories from someone’s life. We 
are going to chunk the text as you read today. Let’s number the paragraphs, and each para-
graph will be a ‘chunk’. We are going to use the Say/Do/Mean strategy that we learned last 
week. We are also going to circle any word choices the author made that affected the tone 
or mood. I am going to model how you and your partner will chunk and discuss the text us-
ing the graphic organizer as our guide. Jesus, will you model with me?” Jesus is on Zoom 
and she projects her interac:on with him.  
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Say/Do/Mean: Use the Say/Do/Mean chart below to help you understand what the author is 
saying and doing in the text, and to understand the significance of the text. 

1.Number the paragraphs.
2.Chunk the text.
3.Circle key words in the text.
4.Answer the ques:ons on the graphic organizer.

(Con:nue on the back or on another page if necessary.)

“Ok, I’ll read the first paragraph/chunk while you follow along. I would circle the phrase ‘If 
he’s a boy, he’s going to be a scien:st’ …. So, I think this sec:on is saying that his father  was 
going to teach him to be a scien:st. “I think he means that his father treated him differently 
by the ac:vi:es he did with him. What do you think?” asks Ms. Peck. 

“Yes, like the example of his father pushing down the :les like dominos and seeing them fall 
was kind of like an experiment to make him curious. So that is an example of an anecdote,” 
comments Jesus. 

“Ok, let`s write these down on our graphic organizer,” says Ms. Peck. “Ok, ladies and gen-
tlemen, any ques:ons? I`ll be placing you into breakout rooms now. I will be walking 
around listening to you and helping out if you have any ques:ons. If I tap you on the 
shoulder, please remove your headphones so I can hear your conversa:ons” 

The classroom students have their Chromebooks and headphones out and are connected 
to Zoom. Ms. Peck launches the breakout rooms and walks around the room listening to 
students discuss the memoir. She stops at one set of partners and taps the student on the 
shoulder to have him unplug his headphones so she can listen in. She hears the students 
saying, “In paragraph five, I think the author is saying that his father would take the infor-
ma:on they were reading and make it real. What do you think? .... Yes, and he does that 
by ci:ng an example with the T. Rex. I`m not sure what we need to say in the ‘mean` col-
umn. Do you?” Ms. Peck says, “Think about what I said about physicists. They are inter-
ested in how the universe :cks. What is going on here with his father`s examples?” 

¶ # What is the author 
saying in the text? 
Here are some questions 
you should ask: 
What is this section 
about? What is the 
content? 
What did I learn from this?

What is the author doing in 
the text? 
Here are some examples 
of what authors do: 
Giving an example 
Interpreting data 
Sharing an anecdote 
Summarizing informa-
tion  
Reflecting on a 
process

My interpretation or insights 
about the text. Here are 
some examples of insight: 
Analyze why the author used 
a certain technique. Relate it 
to something else you read. 
Relate it to a current issue. 
Relate it to your 
experience.
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Students respond, “So this means his father is trying to help him visualize and think about 
it, not just reading the words on a page but what they mean.” 

Ms. Peck responds, “I am very impressed how you thought more deeply about that pas-
sage to get that meaning. Nice thinking.” 

Students con:nue to work on the text un:l the end of the period. Ms. Peck asks students 
to talk with their partner about the central idea of the ar:cle and four major examples the 
author used to illustrate it. She walks about the room monitoring student responses and 
promp:ng with ques:ons as necessary. She sends a message to the breakout rooms with 
the following direc:on. “Now take a moment and reflect on your reading and discussion 
with your partner today. What worked? What could you do be1er tomorrow? Write it on 
a s:cky note, take a photo and send it to me in Zoom. Then leave it on your paper as a 
reminder tomorrow.” 

The next day Ms. Peck has students take out the memoir. She asks students to look back 
at the vocabulary they iden:fied and complete a quickwrite in the comment box in Zoom. 
How did it affect tone or meaning of the text? She asks students to share the vocabulary 
they iden:fied and a working defini:on. 

She then points out the use of flashbacks the author used. She asks, “What is a flashback? 
Look at our anchor chart” …. “Yes, a flashback is an event or scene that is taking place at 
an earlier :me. Work with your partner and iden:fy the flashbacks. Once you have iden:-
fied them, talk with your partner about why the author chose to use them. How did the 
flashbacks convey the main idea or theme of this memoir?” She launches the new break-
out rooms. Today she monitors students by joining the different breakout rooms from her 
computer and listening in. She sends a message to the breakout rooms asking students to 
share out one idea by adding it to the shared class document and she includes a link to 
that document.  

Students add their ideas. She then posts a message to the breakout rooms, “What does it 
mean to really know something? Talk with your partner again and decide using our con-
versa:on skills, what does it mean to really know something? Is it just being able to give a 
defini:on? Talk.” Ms. Peck walks around listening to the students` lively conversa:ons and 
appreciates their enthusiasm. 

She gives the students a 1-minute warning that the breakout room will be closing. Then 
she closes the breakout rooms and brings the class back together to con:nue delving into 
the topic. She asks, “What do you think Dr. Feynman`s father`s defini:on of knowing 
something would be?” She calls on some students to share responses. She then asks, 
“Why did Dr. Feynman write this memoir?”She ends the lesson with a quote from Dr. 
Feynman, “I learned very early the difference between knowing the name of something 
and knowing something.” 

The Making of a Scien:st by Richard Feynman can be found at h1ps://www.tes.com/
lessons/q1qF0RjqrAMfuA/the-making-of-a-scien:st-a-close-reading. 
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Step Inside the Classroom 
Read either the second or sixth grade vigne1e that follows. Using the language of the 
prac9ce and its elements as a guide, underline any evidence that indicates how the teacher 
addresses this prac9ce. When  you have finished, compare what you have underlined to the 
highlighted evidence you’ll find below the sixth grade vignette. 

Second Grade Vigne6e 
Mr. Alvarez’s class has been reading Dr. Seuss books all week to celebrate Read Across 
America Day. He also has been working with his students on having peer-to-peer discussions 
about the books. The students have iden9fied four different learning partners based on 
different Dr. Seuss characters (Lorax, Horton, Thing One and Two, and Grinch) that they work 
with on different days. APer each book was read, he had students work in pairs to ask and 
answer the questions who, what, where, when, why, and how, using prompts and responses. He 
then created a large class size matrix for each book, had the class come to consensus 
regarding the answers to those ques9ons, and posted them. 

The standards this unit is addressing are: 
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.2.6

Iden9fy the main purpose of a text, including what the author wants to answer, 
explain, or describe. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.1
Ask and answer such ques9ons as who, what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text. 

• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.2.1
Par9cipate in collabora9ve conversa9ons with diverse partners about grade 2 
topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 

Mr. Alvarez begins the day with half of his class at their desks and the other half joining via 
Zoom. He has logged into Zoom via his main computer and projected it to a screen at the 
front of his class. He has also logged into Zoom on his iPad which is on a tripod facing him 
and is connected to his Apple tv where the grid of zoom students is showing. Each classroom 
student has a Chromebook and headphones and is logged onto Zoom also. 

He begins by saying, “We have read a lot of Dr. Seuss books. You have iden9fied the key 
details in each of the books with your learning partners. I will place you into a quick talk 
room with your Horton partner and I want you to explain which book is your favorite and 
why? Remember your prompts and responses? Let’s reread them. ‘What is your favorite 
book? My favorite book is…. Why is it your favorite? It is my favorite because…. Can you tell 
me more?’ Remember we have been working on building off of each other’s ideas. So, ask 
ques9ons to clarify and for9fy your partner’s ideas.” Mr. Alvarez launches the breakout 
rooms. He then walks around the room monitoring students’ responses. When he wants to 
listen to a conversa9on, he taps a student on the shoulder and asks them to remove their 
headphones. MGDLWhen they are done, he closes the breakout rooms and directs them back 
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together. “Wow, I am so impressed with your ideas and great thinking! You are really having 
good discussions and building off of each other’s ideas. I heard Francisca ask George, ‘What 
was your favorite part of the book?’ MGDL And then she asked him why it was his favorite.” 
The teacher and students create a bar graph displaying their favorites. 

“Today we are going to read a biography of Dr. Seuss. We have read other biographies this 
year.  Connect to your Horton partner and together work on a defini9on of  ‘biography’ and 
give one example of one we have read.” He relaunches the breakout rooms. FAAL Once they 
are done, he calls on a few students to give examples and a defini9on, making sure to select 
both classroom and zoom students to share. Together they agree that the defini9on of a 
biography is an account of a person’s life and achievements. FAAL He asks his students what 
they think will be some of Dr. Seuss’ achievements that will be men9oned in this book. 

He shows the students the cover and reads the 9tle, Dr. Seuss, the Great Doodler. He asks 
the students to type into chat what they think a doodler is, using any clues they might get 
from the cover. FAAL He directs students to take their books out. He does a picture walk with 
his students as an opportunity to introduce any vocabulary they might have difficulty with 
and for them to get a sense of the storyline. FAAL He also notes that this book is not divided 
into chapters and covers a lot of informa9on. 

He explains to the students, “Boys and girls, we know this book is a biography and typically 
biographies are divided into chapters to make it easier to categorize the informa9on. So, we 
are going to make chapters using our s9cky notes to make it easier for us. Pages 4-5 are the 
Introduc9on. Put a s9cky note on page 6. Write ‘Childhood’ on it.” He con9nues to help the 
students divide the book into sec9ons.

“Ok, now we are going to start reading each chapter. I want you and your partner to read 
the sec9on individually, discuss what you read, and then answer the ques9ons who, what, 
where, when, why, and how. While you are reading, be thinking about those ques9ons. 
Maybe not all of the ques9ons will be answered. So, you need to look back at the text and 
decide. That is what good readers do. They go back to the text to look for the answers.” 

“In your packets you should have highligh9ng tape to highlight the answers to the 
ques9ons in the text. Take this out of your packet now. I am going to model it for you with 
Jose. Ok, Jose and I just finished reading. Using our prompts and responses, I ask Jose, ‘Who 
is this about?’ Jose responds, ‘This is about Dr. Seuss who is also Ted Geisel. Do you agree?’ 
‘Yes, I agree. Let’s highlight that part of the text.’ ‘What is this sec9on about?’ ‘It is about 
him winning the Pulitzer Prize. Do you agree?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Ok, let’s find that sentence and highlight 
it.’” 

“Now, boys and girls, read the next sec9on and discuss the answers to the ques9ons and, 
when you agree, you should both use the highligh9ng tape to mark it.” He launches the 
breakout rooms and walks around monitoring the students’ conversa9ons. He taps Erica on 
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the shoulder and asks if he can listen in. He listens for a while and then he says, “Erica, I 
no9ce you and Felipe have answered the who and when. Good job! Are you stuck on the 
rest? Do you think there is an answer to why? What about how? .... I agree with you. Those 
ques9ons aren’t answered. Let’s think about the what. What did Ted do as a child? .... Yes, 
he doodled. Highlight that. Good thinking you two! Way to persevere and not give up!”MGDL

When the students have finished this sec9on, he closes the breakout rooms and then he 
asks students to reflect on the ac9vity and how they were able to answer the ques9ons. 
“Type a thumbs up sign into zoom if you and your partner did ok, thumb sideways if you 
feel unsure of your answers, and thumbs down if you feel it was really hard.” Most of the 
students respond with thumbs up. Based upon the work students did today and the length 
of the next sec9on, Mr. Alvarez decides to have students read the sec9on together and 
discuss it as a class. He will work with them to iden9fy the answers to the ques9ons by 
calling on students for their input and by doing a think aloud. 

At the end of the week when students have finished the text and task, Mr. Alvarez asks them 
to connect with their Lorax partner and reflect on the ques9on, “What was the author’s main 
purpose for wri9ng this book? Was she answering a ques9on, explaining something, or 
describing something?” DICT He points to the prompts and responses in their packets and on 
the pocket chart, reminding the students to use them. Mr. Alvarez walks around monitoring 
the students’ responses and uses of the prompts. He has students share out their responses. 
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Sixth Grade Vigne6e 
RI6.1. Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as 
well as inferences drawn from the text. 
RL6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through 
par9cular details; provide a summary of the text dis9nct from personal opinions or 
judgments. 
CCSS.ELA.RL6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a 
text, including figura9ve and connota9ve meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 
word choice on meaning and tone. 
CCSS.ELA.RI.6.6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and explain 
how it is conveyed in the text. 
CCSS.ELA.SL6.1 Engage effec9vely in a range of collabora9ve discussions (one-on-
one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and 
issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Ms. Peck’s sixth grade class is a hybrid class. Group A a1ends in class sessions on Mondays 
and Tuesdays and Zoom sec9ons on Thursdays and Fridays. Group B a1ends Zoom sessions 
on Mondays and Tuesdays and in class sessions on Thursdays and Fridays. On Wednesdays 
Ms. Peck sets independent learning ac9vi9es online for all of her students and she meets 
online with small groups who need addi9onal support. Ms. Peck begins the day explaining 
to her students that they are going to be reading a short text about a scien9st. She projects 
on her screen the learning targets that are wri1en in kid friendly “I Can” statements. 

She begins by explaining who Richard Feynman was. “Richard Feynman was a physicist. 
Does anyone know what that type of scien9st studies? Physicists study how energy and 
ma1er interact. Ben Franklin was the first American physicist when he characterized the 
two kinds of electric charge, posi9ve and nega9ve. Does anyone watch ‘The Big Bang 
Theory’? Well, Leonard and Sheldon are physicists.” A Zoom student raises his hand, she 
unmutes him, and he responds, “I watch it. They talk about String Theory, whatever that is, 
dark energy, and they are always doing equa9ons on his whiteboard.” 

Ms. Peck responds, “Ok, one way to think of it is physicists are interested in what makes the 
universe 9ck. This will be an important piece of informa9on to think about as you read the 
text, ‘The Making of a Scien9st’ by Richard Feynman. She directs students to make sure they 
have the text out.  This is a memoir, a collec9on of memories from someone’s life.FAAL We 
are going to chunk the text as you read today. Let’s number the paragraphs, and each 
paragraph will be a ‘chunk’. We are going to use the Say/Do/Mean strategy that we learned 
last week. We are also going to circle any word choices the author made that affected the 
tone or mood. FAALI am going to model how you and your partner will chunk and discuss the 
text using the graphic organizer as our guide. Jesus, will you model with me?” Jesus is on 
Zoom and she projects her interac9on with him.  
Say/Do/Mean: Use the Say/Do/Mean chart below to help you understand what the author is 
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saying and doing in the text, and to understand the significance of the text. 
1.Number the paragraphs. 
2.Chunk the text. 
3.Circle key words in the text. 
4.Answer the ques9ons on the graphic organizer. 

(Con9nue on the back or on another page if necessary.) 

“Ok, I’ll read the first paragraph/chunk while you follow along. I would circle the phrase ‘If 
he’s a boy, he’s going to be a scien9st’ …. So, I think this sec9on is saying that his father  was 
going to teach him to be a scien9st. “I think he means that his father treated him differently 
by the ac9vi9es he did with him. What do you think?” asks Ms. Peck. 
“Yes, like the example of his father pushing down the 9les like dominos and seeing them fall 
was kind of like an experiment to make him curious. So that is an example of an anecdote,” 
comments Jesus. 
“Ok, let`s write these down on our graphic organizer,” says Ms. Peck. “Ok, ladies and 
gentlemen, any ques9ons? I`ll be placing you into breakout rooms now. I will be walking 
around listening to you and helping out if you have any ques9ons. If I tap you on the 
shoulder, please remove your headphones so I can hear your conversa9ons”MGDL 

The classroom students have their Chromebooks and headphones out and are connected 
to Zoom. Ms. Peck launches the breakout rooms and walks around the room listening to 
students discuss the memoir. MGDL She stops at one set of partners and taps the student 
on the shoulder to have him unplug his headphones so she can listen in. She hears the 
students saying, “In paragraph five, I think the author is saying that his father would take 
the informa9on they were reading and make it real. What do you think? .... Yes, and he 
does that by ci9ng an example with the T. Rex. I`m not sure what we need to say in the 
‘mean` column. Do you?” Ms. Peck says, “Think about what I said about physicists. They 
are interested in how the universe 9cks. What is going on here with his father`s 
examples?”MGDL 

¶ # What is the author 
saying in the text? 
Here are some questions 
you should ask: 
What is this section 
about? What is the 
content? 
What did I learn from this?

What is the author doing in 
the text? 
Here are some examples 
of what authors do: 
Giving an example 
Interpreting data 
Sharing an anecdote 
Summarizing 
information  
Reflecting on a 
process

My interpretation or insights 
about the text. Here are 
some examples of insight: 
Analyze why the author used 
a certain technique. Relate it 
to something else you read. 
Relate it to a current issue. 
Relate it to your 
experience.
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Students respond, “So this means his father is trying to help him visualize and think about 
it, not just reading the words on a page but what they mean.” 
Ms. Peck responds, “I am very impressed how you thought more deeply about that 
passage to get that meaning. Nice thinking.” 

Students con9nue to work on the text un9l the end of the period. Ms. Peck asks students 
to talk with their partner about the central idea of the ar9cle and four major examples the 
author used to illustrate it. She walks about the room monitoring student responses and 
promp9ng with ques9ons as necessary. She sends a message to the breakout rooms with 
the following direc9on. “Now take a moment and reflect on your reading and discussion 
with your partner today. What worked? What could you do be1er tomorrow? Write it on a 
s9cky note, take a photo and send it to me in Zoom. Then leave it on your paper as a 
reminder tomorrow.” MGDL

The next day Ms. Peck has students take out the memoir. She asks students to look back 
at the vocabulary they iden9fied FAALand complete a quickwrite in the comment box in 
Zoom. How did it affect tone or meaning of the text? She asks students to share the 
vocabulary they iden9fied and a working defini9on.FAAL 

She then points out the use of flashbacks the author used. She asks, “What is a flashback? 
Look at our anchor chart” …. “Yes, a flashback is an event or scene that is taking place at 
an earlier 9me. FAAL Work with your partner and iden9fy the flashbacks. Once you have 
iden9fied them, talk with your partner about why the author chose to use them. How did 
the flashbacks convey the main idea or theme of this memoir?” She launches the new 
breakout rooms. Today she monitors students by joining the different breakout rooms 
from her computer and listening in. She sends a message to the breakout rooms asking 
students to share out one idea by adding it to the shared class document and she includes 
a link to that document. MGDL 

Students add their ideas. She then posts a message to the breakout rooms, “What does it 
mean to really know something? Talk with your partner again and decide using our 
conversa9on skills, what does it mean to really know something? Is it just being able to 
give a defini9on? Talk.” Ms. Peck walks around listening to the students` lively 
conversa9ons and appreciates their enthusiasm. She gives the students a 1-minute 
warning that the breakout room will be closing. Then she closes the breakout rooms and 
brings the class back together to con9nue delving into the topic. She asks, “What do you 
think Dr. Feynman`s father`s defini9on of knowing something would be?” She calls on 
some students to share responses. She then asks, “Why did Dr. Feynman write this 
memoir?”DICT She ends the lesson with a quote from Dr. Feynman, “I learned very early 
the difference between knowing the name of something and knowing something.”  

The Making of a Scien9st by Richard Feynman can be found at h1ps://www.tes.com/
lessons/q1qF0RjqrAMfuA/the-making-of-a-scien9st-a-close-reading.
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Chapter

Teaching with and for 
Metacognition in Disciplinary 

Discussions

Susan O’Hara, Robert Pritchard and Debi Pitta

Abstract

Teaching metacognitively, which involves teaching with metacognition and 
teaching for metacognition, is critical for learners of any age. With enables teachers 
to gain awareness about and control over how they think and teach, and to moni-
tor, evaluate, and adjust their instructional practices in accordance with specific 
students, goals and contexts. For enables teachers to design instruction that will 
develop and activate their students’ metacognition, enabling them to be aware of 
what they know and do not know, and take action to address flaws or gaps in what 
they know. Our research findings, based on empirical studies conducted in a variety 
of educational settings, have identified effective instructional practices for teaching 
metacognitively. This chapter focuses on practices that support the metacognition 
of learners engaged in disciplinary discussions. This emphasis addresses a signifi-
cant void in the research literature which more commonly targets metacognition in 
learning generally or applied specifically to reading and writing.

Keywords: teaching with metacognition, teaching for metacognition, teaching 
frame, disciplinary discussions, instructional practices

1. Introduction

Teaching metacognitively, which involves teaching with metacognition and 
teaching for metacognition, is critical for learners of any age. Teaching with meta-
cognition enables teachers to gain awareness about and control over how they think 
and teach by planning, monitoring, evaluating, and adjusting their instructional 
goals and teaching strategies in accordance with their students’ needs and the socio-
cultural context. Teaching for metacognition enables teachers to design instruction 
that will develop and activate their students’ metacognition, enabling students to 
be aware of what they know and do not know by engaging in reflective processes, 
and to take action to address flaws or gaps in what they know by employing self-
regulation strategies.

Given the essential role that teaching metacognitively plays in the professional 
growth of teachers and the academic development of students, a need exists for a 
tool to support teaching with and for metacognition. Our research findings, based 
on empirical studies conducted in a variety of educational settings [1–4], have iden-
tified such a tool: The SOAR Teaching Frames for Literacy. This chapter focuses on 
the SOAR Teaching Frame for Disciplinary Discussions and instructional practices 

Section 3. Resources Teaching with and for 
Metacognition in Disciplinary Discussions

Module

2
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Metacognition in Learning

that support the metacognition of learners engaged in academic conversations, e.g., 
face-to-face interactions, online dialogues, and written conversations. This empha-
sis addresses a significant void in the research literature which more commonly 
targets metacognition in learning generally or applied specifically to reading and 
writing.

2. What is SOAR?

SOAR, which stands for strategic observation and reflection, is not a curriculum 
or a set of instructional strategies. SOAR is the lens teachers look through as they 
plan, teach, reflect upon, and elevate their teaching practice by engaging in cycles 
of strategic observation and reflection. SOAR has emerged from more than a decade 
of systematic research and development designed to identify the essential practices 
that teachers can use to drive learning across disciplines. More specifically, we iden-
tified research-based essential practices for disciplinary discussions through analy-
ses of data from Delphi panel studies of expert consensus on disciplinary literacy 
instruction across content areas [4–7], video observations of classroom instruction 
[1], existing instructional practice protocols with established reliability and predic-
tive validity [2, 8–10], and an extensive review of the research literature on effective 
language and literacy instruction [11–15]. One High-Impact Practice emerged as 
having significant potential to enhance students’ ability to engage in student-to-
student academic discourse. We call this practice disciplinary discussions.

Our research also suggests that this essential High-Impact Practice does not 
operate in isolation. Instead, effective teachers enact a set of dynamic instructional 
moves during instruction in support of the High-Impact Practice. We labeled this 
set of three instructional moves Cross-Cutting Practices.

Facilitating acquisition of academic language: this practice focuses on structur-
ing, strengthening, and supporting the acquisition and use of the academic lan-
guage needed to participate in disciplinary discussions [13, 16–18].

Fostering metacognition for disciplinary learning: this practice focuses on the 
degree to which a teacher visibly enacts and deconstructs metacognitive processes 
and strategies that foster students’ metacognitive knowledge and their ability to 
engage in academic discourse [19, 20].

Monitoring and guiding disciplinary learning: this practice focuses on how 
effectively a teacher monitors and guides disciplinary learning as well as adjusts and 
supports disciplinary discussions to meet the current needs of all students in the 
classroom [21, 22].

Finally, in preparation for enactment of High-Impact and Cross-Cutting 
Practices, teachers employ a Foundational Practice.

Designing instruction for disciplinary thinking and understanding: this 
practice focuses on the design of lessons and learning tasks to promote disciplin-
ary discussions and support the High-Impact Practice. This practice also focuses 
on how the teacher establishes high expectations and fosters in all students the 
willingness to participate in intellectually rigorous tasks that require academic 
discourse [21, 23–26].

To illustrate the interconnectedness of the practices, we organized them into a 
Teaching Frame consisting of the High-Impact Practice supported by the Cross-
Cutting and Foundational Practices (see Figure 1). The frame is designed to help 
instructors understand and implement the High-Impact Practice that drives student 
learning, while simultaneously enacting a set of dynamic instructional moves in 
support of the High-Impact Practice and taking the foundational planning steps 
needed to do this well. This Teaching Frame provides a common language around 
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instruction at a grain size that allows instructors from kindergarten to higher educa-
tion to meaningfully plan and reflect individually or collaboratively.

3. Using SOAR to teach with metacognition

By using a SOAR Teaching Frame —in this case, the SOAR Teaching Frame for 
Disciplinary Discussions—as a lens to plan, teach, and reflect upon their instruc-
tional practice, teachers are by definition teaching with metacognition. That is, they 
are gaining awareness about and control over how they think and teach by using the 
High-Impact, Cross-Cutting, and Foundational Practices to plan, monitor, evaluate, 
and adjust their instructional goals and teaching strategies. To support teachers 
through this process we have developed an implementation rubric that is aligned 
with each practice in the disciplinary discussions teaching frame. Table 1 contains 
the section of the rubric that is aligned with the High-Impact Practice.

Moving along the rubric from “no implementation” to “full implementation” 
enables a teacher in the planning stage to focus specifically on what she needs to 
include in her lesson. For instance, if her students are still developing the conversa-
tion skills necessary to engage in disciplinary discussions (Element 1), the imple-
mentation rubric will help the teacher recognize the need to introduce and refer to 
those skills as well as provide support for students to use them in tasks and activi-
ties. Then, when the lesson is over and the teacher is reflecting on how successful 
it was, the rubric can help her recognize what worked and what did not work. For 
instance, she may realize that the supports she used enabled some students to use 
the conversation skills to engage in a discussion, but other students clearly needed 
something more. This insight will help the teacher adjust her instruction during the 
next lesson.

We are currently using the SOAR Teaching Frames in professional learning 
programs for teachers, coaches, and instructional leaders in partner schools and 
school districts across the United States. We have also brought the SOAR model 
and 

Figure 1. 
SOAR teaching frame.
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No 

implementation

Full 

implementation

ELEMENT 

1: Build 

disciplinary 

conversation 

skills

Teacher does not 

introduce or refer 

to disciplinary 

conversation 

skills.

Teacher 

introduces 

and/or refers 

to disciplinary 

conversation 

skills, but does 

not provide 

support for 

students to use 

them during 

tasks and 

activities.

Teacher 

introduces 

and/or refers 

to disciplinary 

conversation 

skills and 

provides support 

to enable most 

students to use 

them during 

tasks and 

activities.

Teacher 

introduces 

and/or refers 

to disciplinary 

conversation skills 

and provides 

support to enable 

all students to use 

them during tasks 

and activities with 

diverse partners.

ELEMENT 

2: Provide 

extended and 

supported 

opportunities 

for students 

to engage in 

disciplinary 

discussions

Teacher does 

not provide 

opportunities 

for disciplinary 

discussions.

Teacher provides 

limited and/or 

unsupported 

opportunities 

for students 

to engage in 

disciplinary 

discussions. 

Routines for 

disciplinary 

discussions are 

not evident, 

or students are 

not required 

to use them 

during tasks and 

activities.

Teacher provides 

supported 

opportunities 

for students 

to participate 

in disciplinary 

discussions. 

Routines for 

disciplinary 

discussions are 

evident, and 

teacher provides 

support to enable 

most students 

to use them 

during tasks and 

activities.

Teacher provides 

extended and 

supported 

opportunities 

for students 

to participate 

in disciplinary 

discussions. 

Routines for 

disciplinary 

discussions are 

evident, and 

teacher provides 

support to enable 

all students to use 

them during tasks 

and activities.

Table 1. 
Implementation rubric: disciplinary discussions.

materials to Teacher Preparation Programs and New Teacher Induction Programs. 
Based on these experiences we have identified stages of awareness and action that 
instructors typically go through when using SOAR to teach with metacognition 
(see Figure 2).

The first stage represents someone who is not familiar with SOAR and 
therefore is unable to use it as a lens to plan, teach, and reflect. The second stage 
depicts someone who has been introduced to SOAR but who is still learning how 
to use a teaching frame and the instructional practices that support the metacog-
nition of learners engaged in disciplinary discussions. Teachers at this stage of the 
continuum tend to equate SOAR with the use of certain instructional strategies 
(e.g., Layering Text, What Makes You Sat That?) rather than a specific High-
Impact, Cross-Cutting or Foundational Practice. Teachers at the third stage of the 
continuum have developed a deeper understanding of SOAR as evidenced by their 
ability to use a High-Impact, Cross-Cutting or Foundational Practice as a lens to 
plan, teach and reflect, but because their focus is at the practice level, the meta-
cognitive impact of the planning-reflecting process is limited. Finally, teachers at 
the last stage have developed an understanding of how all of the practices of the 
SOAR Teaching Frame work together and can be used as a lens to plan, monitor, 
evaluate, and adjust their instructional goals and teaching strategies in accordance 
with their students’ needs and the sociocultural context. Using SOAR in this way 
to teach with metacognition has the greatest impact on the academic development 
of students.
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Figure 2. 
Metacognitive continuum—teachers.

4. Using SOAR to teach for metacognition

Our research and professional development experiences over the past decade 
have convinced us that many teachers struggle to acquire and apply the conceptual 
understanding and skills necessary to develop students’ metacognitive knowledge; 
in other words, the ability to teach for metacognition. One reason for this is that 
reflecting on and improving performance on a task is easier when the task requires 
physical action, e.g., hitting a golf ball. You can watch a video of yourself engaged 
in this task or listen to feedback from a coach who observed you. Cognitive tasks, on 
the other hand, are invisible and cannot be directly observed, making it harder for 
students to reflect on their performance and take action to correct it when necessary. 
So, the instructional challenge most teachers face is how to help students improve 
their performance on tasks that are dependent upon invisible cognitive progresses. 
Our research indicates that SOAR can support teachers in this endeavor [3, 27].

As we explained in the preceding section, the Disciplinary Discussions Teaching 
Frame as a whole—High-Impact, Cross-Cutting, and Foundational Practices— 
provides the lens that enables instructors to teach with metacognition. Using SOAR 
to teach for metacognition requires a narrower focus: the Cross-Cutting Practice 
of Fostering Metacognition for Disciplinary Learning. This practice’s emphasis 
on visibly enacting and deconstructing metacognitive processes and strategies 
enables teachers to design instruction that will develop and activate their students’ 
metacognition. Students will become aware of what they know and do not know by 
engaging in reflective processes, and they will be able to take action to address flaws 
or gaps in what they know by employing self-regulation strategies.

Consistently engaging students in reflective processes and explicitly teaching 
metacognitive strategies are at the heart of teaching for metacognition. But as is 
the case with any learning, not all students progress at the same pace. We have 
identified stages of awareness and action that learners typically go through as they 
develop their metacognitive abilities (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. 
Metacognitive continuum—students.

The first stage represents a student who does not reflect on his learning and 
is therefore unaware of how well or poorly he is doing on the assigned task. And 
because awareness triggers action, he cannot take action to correct any problems 
that may arise. For instance, think of a student who does not recognize, and there-
fore mispronounces, many words as he attempts to read a story aloud. But because 
he does not realize he is mispronouncing them he does not stop to correct himself. 
This student was unaware that he was not reading the words correctly, so he did 
not/could not take any action, i.e., use reading strategies to address the problem.

The second stage depicts a student who is reflective, that is, he is aware that he 
is experiencing problems with an assigned task. However, this student is unable to 
take any action to address the problem because he has not been taught strategies 
to use in this situation. Imagine a reader who, unlike one at the first stage of the 
continuum, is aware that he does not recognize the words he is reading. However, 
this reader is unable to take action because he has not been taught reading strategies 
to use when this occurs, e.g., use phonics to sound out unknown words.

Students at the third stage of the continuum have developed a deeper under-
standing of metacognition as evidenced by their ability to use strategies when 
problems arise. The challenge these students experience is that they have a limited 
range of strategies to use, so they struggle if the one or two strategies that they have 
ownership of do not prove to be successful. For instance, a reader at the third stage 
realizes that he has trouble recognizing and pronouncing certain words, but he has 
only been taught (or has only learned) to use phonics to sound out unknown words 
and, when that does not work, he asks the teacher for help. Students at this stage are 
certainly progressing metacognitively, but they are not yet at the level where they 
can apply a range of strategies flexibly and independently.

Finally, students at the last stage have become aware of what they know and do 
not know by engaging in reflective processes, and they are able to take action to 
address flaws or gaps in what they know by employing a variety of self-regulation 
strategies flexibly and independently. A reader at this stage, who encounters words 
he does not recognize and is unable to pronounce, is able to try a range of 
strategies. 
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For instance, he is confident of his ability to use phonics to sound out words, but 
he knows that is not the best strategy to use with polysyllabic words. So, when he 
encounters “photosynthesis” he breaks the word into parts using the morphological 
skills his reading teacher taught him.

5. Teaching for metacognition in disciplinary discussions

Through our research and work with educators in schools we have identified key 
stages that represent what teachers need to do when teaching for metacognition in 
disciplinary discussions. These five stages begin with helping students understand 
what metacognition is and progress through student reflection on their thinking, 
understanding metacognitive strategies, and then applying them independently. 
Figure 4 outlines these five stages. Below we provide an explanation of each stage, 
a scenario to illustrate what this might look like in instruction, and some strategies 
teachers can use to implement these ideas in their teaching.

5.1 Introducing metacognition

Teaching for metacognition in disciplinary discussions must begin with an 
explicit explanation of what we mean by metacognition. In our experience “think-
ing about thinking” is too abstract and vague a definition to resonate with most 
students. Our work with instructors and learners across the grade level spectrum 
has led us to this: metacognition is awareness of what you know and do not know, 
and the action you take to address flaws or gaps in what you know. The follow-
ing scenario demonstrates how a teacher who has worked with us introduces the 
concept to his students and provides a model that others can adapt for their settings.

Scenario for introducing metacognition: Mr. Carter is introducing metacogni-
tion to his young students. He says, “I have a really big word I want us to know 
and understand. It is metacognition. Say it with me, friends. Metacognition. Has 
anyone ever heard that word before? A few of you. I am going to write it on the 
whiteboard. Let’s clap it out. Met-a-cog-ni-tion. Excellent. It has five syllables.

One part of metacognition is being aware of what you know and what you 
don’t know. An example would be us learning our high frequency words. We 
each have our stack of words. When we can read them automatically, we move 
them out of our stack. We know that we know those words. The words that are 
left in our stack are the words we don’t know well. So, I am aware of which words 
I know and which words I don’t know. That is one part of metacognition. I am 
going to draw a lightbulb here to represent us being aware of what we know and 
don’t know.

The other part of metacognition is knowing what action to take to learn what 
you don’t know. Let’s think about the high frequency words we still need to learn. 
What can we do to learn them? What action can we take? Talk to a neighbor and 
see what ideas you can come up with.” Students share out some ideas like practic-
ing more and looking for the words when they read. “Very good. Those are all 
actions you can take. I am going to draw the brain driving a car to represent the 
action we are taking to learn what we don’t know.

So, metacognition is being aware of what you know and don’t know and 
then taking action to learn. This anchor chart (see Figure 5) will help us as we 
continue to work on our metacognition. Turn to your neighbor and explain what 
metacognition is.”
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In addition to an anchor chart a teacher can demonstrate metacognition using 
paint chip cards with different gradations. (See Figure 6.) The lighter colors would 
represent little or no understanding or knowledge while the darker colors would 
represent stronger understanding or knowledge. Once students are aware of their 
level of understanding or knowledge, they take action to “drive their brain” to gain 
more. This visual can also be used for older students.

5.2 Engaging students in reflective processes

Engaging students in reflective processes is the next step in developing students’ 
metacognitive knowledge of how they learn—their knowledge of themselves as 
learners, of strategies, and of tasks. It builds the awareness aspect of metacognition 
without which there can be no strategic action. Asking questions such as “What 
worked in your discussion?,” “Did you deepen your understanding of the topic?,” 
and “What could you do differently in your next discussion?” fosters reflective 
thinking and helps build self-awareness. When teachers consistently and systemati-
cally integrate reflection into their teaching, it permeates the curriculum and gets 
built into their daily teaching activities. The teacher in the following scenario has 
done this successfully with her class.

Scenario of engaging students in reflective processes: Ms. Peck has already 
introduced her students to metacognition. She is now working on having them 
be more reflective about their discussions in order to improve upon them. 
Students have just completed a discussion with their partners. She distributes a 
reflection sheet that has these prompts: What worked? What didn’t work? And 
why?

Figure 4. 
Stages in teaching for metacognition.
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“You are all getting so much better in your discussions. Today I want us to 
think more deeply about our discussions and how each of you did. The first 
prompt is ‘What worked?’ Think about what worked in your discussion with 
your partner. Some things to consider might be: Did you both take turns? Did 
you both share your ideas? Did you ask each other clarifying questions?

The next prompts ask, ‘What didn’t work?’ and ‘Why?’ Think about your 
discussion. Did it stall? Did you stay on topic? Did you fortify your discussion? 
Did you help each other get better? So, with your partner, discuss each of these 
prompts to reflect on how your discussion went.”

At this stage in teaching for metacognition, there are more strategies to help 
students become engaged in self-awareness. One strategy is a metacognitive “Do 
Now” which is given to students at the beginning of class. It is a list of actions 
related to the task they will be doing (in this case engaging in a discussion), and 
students mark which ones they will attempt to improve upon during their discus-
sion. (See Figure 7.) At the end of the lesson, students return to their Do Now 
and reflect on how they improved in those areas.

Figure 5. 
Metacognition anchor chart.

A strategy that moves students to a deeper level of reflection is a strategy check-
list. (See Figure 8.) The first column is a list of discussion strategies followed by an 
additional 3–5 columns that students check to indicate if they used each strategy 
at 
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Figure 7. 
Do now.

different points in the lesson. A different checklist could ask students to indicate 
whether “I did it well,” “I need to work on this skill,” or “I need help in using this 
strategy.” Students complete this checklist at the end of the discussion.

5.3 Deconstructing reflective processes

Modeling your own thinking, i.e., revealing the thought processes of an expert 
learner, is an essential element of effective teaching because it helps students 
develop their own metacognitive abilities. However, not everything teachers label as 
modeling is consistent with this stage in teaching for metacognition. For instance, 
using a think aloud to verbalize the procedural steps of a learning task is not the 
same as visibly enacting and deconstructing the underlying thought processes 
required to complete the task. It is the latter that provides learners with the scaf-
folded support they need to develop their metacognitive abilities and ultimately 
become more independently learners. The scenario that follows illustrates how a 

Figure 6. 
Paint chip cards.
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teacher can help students verbalize their thought processes while engaged in discus-
sion with others.

Figure 8. 
Discussion strategy checklist.

Scenario for deconstructing reflective processes: Mr. Vu is working with his students on 
strengthening their reflective processes regarding discussions. “Turn to your partner 
and explain how our self-reflection has strengthened your discussions.” Students then 
share out how it has helped them be aware of what they are doing well and the gaps 
that they need to strengthen. “Today, I want to demonstrate some things you can do 
to continue to strengthen your discussion and co-construct your knowledge with 
your partner. I am going to be partner A and all of you are going to be partner B. (See 
Figure 9.) We are going to discuss our article: ‘Species at Risk.’ The prompt is ‘Discuss 
the reasons the Monarch butterfly has decreased its population. I’ll start.’”

Teacher: “One reason that the monarch butterfly population is dropping is 
due to climate change. Now what can you, partner B, say to me. Joaquin?”

Class (represented by Joaquin): “I could say another reason is pesticides.”
Teacher: “That is a correct. You could state another reason. Is there something 

else partner B could say? Yes, Isabelle.”
Class (represented by Isabelle): “I could ask you to elaborate.”
Teacher: “Yes, we can discuss climate change more, so we make sure we both 

understand it before we move on to the next reason. This helps deepens our 
discussion. So, I will respond to Isabelle. ‘I think that weather is always changing. 
We are having bigger storms and hotter temperatures. The monarch butterfly 
migrates from Mexico to the upper United States, over 3000 miles.’ Now, do you 
think I should ask you, partner B, a question? ... Yes, now I can say ‘What was 
another reason the monarchs are decreasing?’ Yes, Joaquin.”

Class (represented by Joaquin): “Pesticides is another reason they are decreas-
ing in numbers.”

Teacher: “I don’t remember reading that in the article, so I am going to ask 
Joaquin, ‘Can you show me where it says that in the text?’”

Class (represented by Joaquin): “Right here it says, ‘These include habitat loss 
and pesticides.’”

Teacher: “I need to figure this out. The article says habitat loss and pesticides, 
so I want to see if we can figure out these two things. I am going to ask you, 
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partner B, a question to help me understand this more. ‘What do you think it 
means by habitat loss?’ How can you respond? Georgia.”

Class (represented by Georgia): “In science we studied that a habitat is where 
animals live. So, where the monarchs live is being destroyed or isn’t around 
anymore.”

Teacher: “Good job, Georgia. Can you follow up with a question to me?”
Class (represented by Georgia): “Do you agree with me?”
Teacher: “That works, Georgia. I can also paraphrase what you just said. ‘So, 

you think that monarchs are decreasing because their habitat has changed.’ I am 
going to check with Georgia to see if I am correct. She is nodding so I am going to 
add a question. ‘So, do you think the pesticides have affected the habitat?’”

Class (represented by Georgia): “Yes. Were there any other reasons men-
tioned in the article?”

Teacher: “Good job checking to see if we have discussed all the reasons, 
Georgia. I am going to see if we can summarize the reasons. ‘I think that is all of 
them. Can we summarize what we just discussed?’”

Class (represented by Georgia): “Throughout the discussion we made deci-
sions about how to deepen our understanding through our discussion.”

Figure 9. 
Modeling.
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In this scenario, the teacher utilized a model as a way for her students to “see and 
hear” what a good conversation sounded like. Another strategy we have found to be 
effective is using a non-model, i.e., a poorly constructed conversation. The teacher 
provides students with a non-model and asks them to work in pairs to improve it. 
Initially, the teacher works with the entire class and a projected conversation, asking 
them first to improve one aspect of the discussion. She then asks them to focus on 
another aspect of the conversation before increasing the rigor of the task by having 
them work independently with a partner.

A similar strategy is the fishbowl where 2–4 students sit in the middle of the 
classroom and engage in a discussion while the remaining students sit in a circle 
observing them. Based upon what the teacher has observed in previous classroom 
discussions, she assigns specific things the observers should be looking for while the 
fishbowl is going on. For example, the teacher might ask different sets of students 
to listen for certain discussion skills (e.g., clarifying an idea, adding on to an idea, 
providing evidence for an idea) while others listen for norms of interaction (e.g., 
looking at the speaker, taking turns, being respectful). When the discussion is 
over, the teacher and students debrief what students notice during the activity. The 
teacher uses this opportunity to specifically point out the talk moves students made 
to enrich the discussion.

5.4 Teaching specific strategies

A great deal of research indicates that the explicit teaching of strategies 
to students will improve student learning and help them become more inde-
pendent learners [28–30]. Our work with the SOAR Disciplinary Discussions 
Teaching Frame has also demonstrated that introducing and demonstrating 
specific metacognitive strategies students can use when engaged in discussions 
significantly improves their ability to recognize and address breakdowns that 
occur and ultimately keep the discussion (and learning) on track [3, 27]. The 
key to the successful teaching of strategies is explicitly demonstrating what the 
strategy is, how to use it, and when and why to use it. In the scenario that fol-
lows the teacher is introducing one of our research-based discussion strategies 
to her students.

Scenario for teaching specific strategies: as a class routine, Ms. O’Rourke 
has her students reflect on their discussions. She now wants to teach them a 
strategy she thinks will strengthen their discussions further. “You have really 
improved with your discussions because you have been reflective about what 
you are doing well to deepen your discussions and about those areas that 
need improvement. Nonetheless, I have noticed that there are times when 
your discussions seem to stall or shut down, so I want to teach you some 
strategies to help. What seems to happen is one of you stops talking because 
you do not know what else to say or you are confused about the topic. Let 
us review how we have defined metacognition. Turn to your partner and 
discuss what metacognition is and give an example when you have acted 
metacognitively.”

After students have had a chance to discuss, Ms. O’Rourke has them share. 
Then she says: “So, as you stated, you first need to be aware that your discus-
sion has stalled and that you do not understand what to do. Once you are 
aware, you need to take some action to get the discussion moving again. I have 
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a reference chart here on the white board for us to discuss. (See Table 2.) One 
thing you can do is reread the prompt. This gives you an opportunity to refocus 
your thinking and come up with some ideas to add to the discussion and move 
it along. It also gives you a moment to clarify the prompt if necessary. Another 
strategy is you can summarize what you and your partner have said so far. By 
summarizing the discussion, you are ‘retracing’ the discussion to see where it 
broke down. You might find that a question or comment took your discussion 
off topic which caused it to stall. The third strategy is to ask your partner for 
help to get back on track. You could say, ‘I can’t think of anything else to say. 
Can you ask me a question or make a comment to get us moving again?’ Or you 
could say, ‘I am not sure if I’m on the right track with our discussion. Can you 
help me get back on track?’

I really want you to be thoughtful in your discussions and use these strate-
gies if you get stuck. When you have completed your discussion, I am going 
to ask you and your partner to process your use of these strategies: Did you 
reread the prompt, summarize the discussion, and/or ask your partner to 
help?”

It is important for teachers to monitor student discussions to be able to deter-
mine what strategies need to be demonstrated and why, when, and how to use 
them. In the scenario above, Ms. O’Rourke demonstrated for her students what they 
could do when one partner (partner A) realizes their discussion became stalled 
because he is not understanding.

Another possibility for why the discussion breaks down and students are not 
going deeper to co-construct their knowledge can be because partner A realizes 
that partner B is not understanding. The third possibility is that both partner A and 
partner B realize the discussion has stalled and they need help to move forward. In 
both of these cases, the teacher would demonstrate what she has seen in the discus-
sions and explain and model the steps (see Table 3) that could be taken to deepen 
the discussion.

5.5 Guiding student use of strategies and processes

To use strategies independently, students need metacognitive knowledge about 
their own abilities and attitudes, what strategies are effective and available, and 
the particular type of activity they need to do. Carefully designed guided practice, 
with a gradual release of responsibility built into the instructional sequence, 
enables students to develop this knowledge and the confidence they need before 
applying them in independent practice. At this stage learners also need timely, 
constructive feedback to determine how effectively they are learning and apply-
ing the discussion skills. The final scenario describes how a teacher in the SOAR 
project monitors and guides his students as they use the processes and strategies 
they have been learning.

Scenario for guiding student use of strategies and processes: Mr. Lu has introduced 
metacognition, engaged his students in the reflective process, deconstructed the 
reflective process, and taught metacognitive processes and strategies to his class. 
As a result, he feels they are being more metacognitive in their discussions. He is 
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now monitoring and guiding his students in using those processes and strategies 
automatically. “You all have grown so much in working with your partners to co-
construct your learning through your discussions. I see you using the metacogni-
tive strategies we have discussed. Today, while you are having your discussion, I 
will be walking around listening to how you are using those strategies to regulate 
your discussions. I might ask you a question or set down a discussion prompt 
card (see Figure 10) as a reminder of what you could be doing to strengthen 
your discussion. Let us look at the cards so you are familiar with them. This one 
says, ‘Summarize your ideas.’ Which problem does that refer to? Yes, ‘I don’t 
understand.’ This one says, ‘Paraphrase your partner’s ideas.’ Yes, that matches 
‘My partner doesn’t understand.’ This one says, ‘Retrace the discussion.’ Yes, that 
is, for ‘We need help to move forward.’”

If… or when…. Then I can

My partner doesn’t understand Paraphrase my partner’s ideas to help her refocus her 

thinking.

Ask a question to prompt my partner to reconsider her 

thinking.

Explain my thinking to move my partner beyond her 

misunderstanding.

We both need help to move the 

conversation forward

Clarify why the discussion has stalled to figure out how to 

move forward.

Retrace the discussion to identify where the breakdown 

occurred.

Explain why we are stuck and ask for help to enable us to 

move forward.

Table 3. 
Metacognitive strategies B.

Getting students to monitor and guide their own discussion can be challeng-
ing. A unique strategy to help students do this is with the use of technology. 
Pairs of students can video tape themselves having a discussion using an iPad, 
Chromebook, or phone. Ask a pair if they would allow the class to view their 
video as a model. Take this opportunity for students to share the strategies they 
saw the students in the video use appropriately as well as any suggestions for 
improvements. Have the rest of the class watch their own videos and provide a 
checklist or graphic organizer for students to record what they did well and the 
areas they could improve upon. Debrief as a class. Finally, have students record 
another discussion with the goal of incorporating those strategies they need to 
improve.

If… or when…. Then I can

I don’t understand Reread the prompt to refocus my thinking.

Summarize my ideas to clarify my thinking.

Ask my partner for help to get back on track.

Table 2. 
Metacognitive strategies A.
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Figure 10. 
Discussion prompt cards.

6. Conclusion

Instructional practices that help students develop a reflective and strategic 
approach to learning, i.e., teaching for metacognition, need to be embedded across 
the curriculum and throughout the school day. Accomplishing this goal requires 
instructors to think metacognitively about their teaching and to use instructional 
practices strategically, i.e., teaching with metacognition. In this chapter we have 
explained these concepts as well as how the SOAR Teaching Frame for Disciplinary 
Discussions can be used to support them.

In addition, we have introduced a framework called the stages of teaching for 
metacognition in disciplinary discussions. This framework, as well as the research-
based instructional strategies and classroom scenarios that support it, can be used 
to help students develop a range of metacognitive strategies for remaining actively 
engaged in disciplinary discussions. It also provides insight into the stages of the 
framework by illustrating the dynamic and interdependent ways in which they 
work together to drive both teacher growth and student learning.
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